
Hello. I’m Thaddeus Moore, the Chief Mastering Engineer at Liquid. 

For the last 21 years, I’ve had the pleasure of recording, mixing and/
or mastering many thousands of singles, E.P.’s and albums, in just 
about every genre of music. 

Over the years I have noticed several things that home recording 
enthusiasts, newer studio engineers, and even some rather 
experienced mix engineers do that limits the quality and potential of 
the mixes they send in to be mastered. 

Mixing is an incredibly complex subject, so this info packet is intended to be a brief overview to 
help you maximize the potential of your tracks. Keep in mind that your approach may change 
with each session. Your style of music and the output file formats* you need may differ 
between projects. Let’s get started.
*CD, Vinyl, Mastered for iTunes, Spotify/Google Play/Amazon Music, and web optimized lossy formats [MP3, AAC, OGG], etc…

1. OVER-COMPRESSED MIX-DOWNS 
The days of needing crazy loud mixes are thankfully over. Dynamic is the new loud! 
I recommend removing anything doing a large amount (more than 4-6dB) of gain reduction on 
your main bus, especially ultra-maximizers like Waves L2/L3, FabFilter Pro-L, iZotope Ozone 
Limiter, etc. If you like whatever mix bus compressor/limiter you have, go ahead! However, I 
don’t recommend letting it do much more than 2-4dB of compression.
Whether or not you use those maximization/limiter tools, my two main recommendations on 
getting the most out of your levels is to: A) make your digital HEADROOM great by leaving 
your maximum PEAK LEVELS somewhere between -9dB and -3dB on your main bus out. 
Then, B) leave 18-12 dB DYNAMIC RANGE, which can be read on some meters by the 
distance between your peak maximum and the average RMS (Root Mean Square) level. 
Leaving your dynamic range this large makes it so that drums can hit harder! Also, with good 
headroom, loud sections can increase in average volume without clipping or feeling squished, 
and vocals/leads can breathe fresh air on the top of the mix. Here is a great meter by 
Dorrough, modelled by Waves. It shows average and peak maximum levels at the same time. 

There are many meters like this - get one!

5 THINGS TO CHECK BEFORE YOUR MIXES GET MASTERED

Headroom is the distance 
between your peaks 
& clipping at 0 dBFS

Headroom is the distance 
between your peaks 
& clipping at 0 dBFS

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_z7VvE_2Sac
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_z7VvE_2Sac


2. IMBALANCED LOW END
Many things can go wrong here, but mainly: if your mix sounds very different from system to 
system (car, phone, stereo…) you probably have inconsistencies in your low end. This can 
include everything from 20hz to nearly 300hz. Now (300hz you say???), that’s low mids for 
most people, but I classify it as low end for this example. It has to do with the bottom density of 
the MAIN part of your music--the fundamental notes of the instruments and vocals.

Home/project studios frequently have problems in this range because of room characteristics 
and/or lack of a good subwoofer. Unless you have the budget or inclination to fix your mix 
environment, you may want to monitor this range in over-the-ear headphones. They have a far 
more accurate low end than most mix rooms. Headphones are the simplest way to listen 
carefully for “bottom of the mix” issues (though they may still have issues with certain single 
frequencies).

The problem areas can include the kick drum, bass, and the lows of instruments such as 
guitar/synth/keys. The low-midrange fundamentals of lead instruments and vocals can also 
have an impact. You may have masking frequencies or specific notes where these elements 
are too loud or quiet. There are several ways to get more consistent playback across multiple 
systems. Here is a good article by iZotope about ways to address masking.

Another trick is to use a little bit of compression and/or add harmonically relative distortion to 
just the low-end-focused monophonic elements of your mix. Using distortion plug-ins or 
outboard tube units, hitting analog tape rather hard or going through overdrive pedals/guitar 
amps are common for this purpose. Be careful with this, however! Too much can take it into a 
less dynamic place than intended. Read about adding distortion to the low end of a mix for 
deeper knowledge on this subject.

Lastly, remember that unfortunately, a vast majority of popular listening systems abruptly drop 
off below 100-150 Hz. (I’m talking to you, Bluetooth speakers!). It’s in your best interest to pay 
attention on sounds above that range (more on this later).

https://www.izotope.com/en/blog/mixing/what-is-frequency-masking.html
https://www.google.com/search?rls=en&ei=2OE-W9_oF4a6jwS0g6aACQ&q=adding+distortion+to+the+low+end+of+a+mix&oq=adding+distortion+to+the+low+end+of+a+mix&gs_l=psy-ab.3..0i71k1l8.0.0.0.19035.0.0.0.0.0.0.0.0..0.0....0...1c..64.psy-ab..0.0.0....0.Yq0oQcSUFpM
https://www.izotope.com/en/blog/mixing/what-is-frequency-masking.html
https://www.google.com/search?rls=en&ei=2OE-W9_oF4a6jwS0g6aACQ&q=adding+distortion+to+the+low+end+of+a+mix&oq=adding+distortion+to+the+low+end+of+a+mix&gs_l=psy-ab.3..0i71k1l8.0.0.0.19035.0.0.0.0.0.0.0.0..0.0....0...1c..64.psy-ab..0.0.0....0.Yq0oQcSUFpM


Here’s an example of low end inconsistency. This is a bass line in a rock song. 

Look closely at the balance changes in all the 
frequencies below 300hz.

As you can see, in this single run there are large 
differences in the balance of each note’s overtones 
(the level of each frequency).

These differences can cause difficulty when 
balancing the bassline with a kick drum of similar 
fundamentals, especially when the bass is 
deficient or dominates certain notes.

Compression and distortion are commonly used to 
help balance these disparities.

This bass track was recorded through a pedal 
board where the player already used compression 
and distortion pedals. You will notice on raw bass 
tracks and certain synths that the differences from 
note to note are greater. They can even be + or 
-12dB in the fundamental or overtones!

Pay attention to 300Hz and below.

300



3. OVERLY BRIGHT MIXES 
Using references (ref) mixes of your favorite songs in the genre you are working in is a great 
way to calibrate your ears and compare your tones to ones you know and love. However…. 
It’s really common when mixing to reference tracks that have already been mastered to make 
the mixes VERY bright. Please pay close attention to the harshness aspect of these 
frequencies.

A mastering engineer does have tools to fix mixes that are too bright or harsh, but I’ve found 
over the years that starting with an un-hyped high end in the original mix allows for a smoother 
highs in the resultant masters.You may notice that after having a good mastering engineer 
work on your tracks, the high end feels very natural and bright without sounding harsh.

If you use refs, I recommend turning them down to be about the same volume as your mix, or 
a touch quieter, while you A/B compare. This offsets our ears’ bias in favor of low end at louder 
volumes.

You may find yourself boosting the high frequency EQ of your whole mix or the individual 
elements to match that of already mastered refs. Consider removing that kind of EQ, unless 
something is truly too dark.

This is an example of a pre-master mix file. 
Typically, your mix will be much quieter than a 
mastered reference.

Be aware of how the volume difference can fool 
your ears in both high and low frequency balance, 
and be sure to turn down your refs to match your 
mix!

This high frequency spread may sound a bit darker 
than some mastered files in the same genre/vibe. 
This is totally OK. If the balance of instruments 
feels right… it is right! You don’t need to boost 
much, if at all.

This is an example of a post-mastering file you 
might use as a ref.

Again, mastered tracks tend to be louder in 
average level and may have some intense brick 
wall limiting that will change the balance of punchy 
elements in the mix.

This high frequency spread may sound much 
brighter than your un-mastered files in the same 
genre/vibe.

Be aware of this, and pay particular attention to 
the harshness that overly bright masters may 
have. There’s no need to match such EQ at the 
mixing stage! Good mastering engineers have a 
deep understanding of how to balance this in a 
way that adds clarity without harshness.



4. INORDINATE SIBILANCE 
It can be useful to use a de-esser or high-EQ focused side-chained compressor or similar 
alternative on close mic’ed vocals, bright acoustic guitars, sharp cymbal crashes, and synths 
that have sharp high frequency transients.

It’s best if you address the high frequencies of vocals and other instruments at the mix stage if 
they sound harsh or clash with other notes/chords/timbres. 

A mastering engineer has specialized reduction tools to deal with overly sibilant mixes. The 
trouble is that in the mastering stage, all the instruments are blended together and we have 
less control over the sibilance of single instruments. If we reduce sibilance from a particular 
offender, there can be unavoidable touches to the other instruments in the same frequency 
range.

If you don’t feel comfortable doing it yourself, consider talking with your mastering engineer 
about stem mastering. This will allow your mix to hold its integrity while giving the mastering 
engineer far more options to tame these wild horses.

I specialize in stem mastering! 

Please let me know if you need help.

This is a female vocalist singing the word 
“us”.

This part is the “sss”. You can usually tell the 
higher frequency sections of sound waves by 
how dense the part looks. More highs means 
more up and down motion that the wave 
quickly makes, so it looks denser.

Examples of DeEssers:
This one is from Waves.

These can be set to trigger on frequencies in 
the high range where these “sss”/harsh 
guitar string bite/cymbal crashes, etc… 
sounds reside.

It’s focus filter was set around 3kHz.
The DeEsser will turn down all sounds that 
get louder than the threshold.

Don’t over do it. More than 6-10dB 
reduction, in some cases, can make people 
sound like they have a lisp!!!

Here’s another version from FabFilter.

It has a way of focusing on things that are 
particular to vocals, instruments, or full 
mixes. It also lets you specify a range of 
operation, and a choice of split band or wide 
band gain reduction.
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5. FILE TYPE CONFUSION AND RESOLUTION 
File type: AIF & WAV are full quality PCM files supported by almost every major DAW. They 
are capable of encoding at 32/24/16 and even 8 bit sample depths and any sample rate. When 
transferring files for continued work, please stay in these formats at the highest bit depth and 
sample rate you are working in. If you need to limit the file size to send online, use a Zip data 
compression program, as this is lossless. If you convert to a lossy format such as MP3, AAC, or 
OGG, the quality is stuck at the compression rate of that codec choice* forever onward. 

It is important to remember: Converting back to PCM files after a lossy conversion gains 
nothing. Once those file types throw the data away, there’s no getting it back.

Sample rate: If you are working at a particular sample rate, for example 44.1kHz or 48kHz, 
some people assume up-sampling to 96kHz or more is a good idea. Doing so doesn’t gain 
anything if the entire mix was crafted at 44.1kHz, at least until the mastering stage. If you are 
working at a higher sample rate when tracking and mixing, by all means, stay up there! 
Mastering engineers love getting native high-resolution files. 

Bit depth: Making 24-bit or 32-bit WAV or AIF files is the best way to ensure a good mastering 
process. If you go down to 16-bit, you will lose some resolution unnecessarily. If you require 16-
bit files for printing CD’s, for example, that should be the last thing in the mastering process. 
Mastering engineers can prep the files with dither and headroom so that no clipping will occur 
on certain CD players. Conversions to the lossy codecs are maximized.

For stem mastering it is best to set up group busses using auxiliary tracks in your DAW, and 
then run them all down as separate stereo group WAV or AIF files for your mastering engineer. 
This is something I do often, so please reach out if you have any questions.

*Common bitrates are 128kbps, 256kbps, and 320kbps. If something was ripped from an online source like Youtube, 
it is most likely even worse at maybe 60kbps or 96kbps. Kbps = kilobits per second.



IN REVIEW, A SHORT SUMMARY 

1. Don’t over-compress your mixes, leave dynamics and headroom for the mastering engineer 
to do our work.

2. Control your low end and think about all speaker types and playback systems. A balanced 
low end mix up to 300hz will make the mastering engineer and your listeners happy.

3. Cool it on the high frequencies. Take reference tracks with a grain of salt (they are already 
mastered after all).

4. Watch your “S” sounds and other sibilant noises. Try using de-Esser tools like this one from 
FabFilter: Pro-DS.

5. Always export your mix as a WAV or AIF file type before sending off to mastering. Aim for 32 
or 24bit depth and export at the sample rate (44.1, 48, 88.2, 96k, etc) in which the track was 
recorded.

…And that’s all for now! 

I hope that you have found this overview helpful and informative. 
If you have any questions and especially if you need help with; 
Editing Vocals, Audio Sweetening/Restoration/Forensic Analysis, 
and of course, Mixing, Mastering, or Stem Mastering, 
please don’t hesitate to write or call. I love doing all of those things.

Thanks for your time, and I hope you get exactly what you want out of your recordings. 
Best of Luck!

THADDEUS MOORE 
Mastering Engineer

LIQUID MASTERING 
http://www.liquidmastering.com/

ph. 541.286.5434 [text or call]
em. liquid@liquidmastering.com

On facebook: https://www.facebook.com/Liquid.Mastering
On Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/liquidmastering/
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